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All Time
Originally published in 1911, The Innocence of Father Brown is the first of five official collections of short stories focused on the crime-solving
Roman Catholic. He is an endearing character often compared to another famous detective, Sherlock Holmes. Father Brown is a devout
Roman Catholic priest who has a penchant for detective work. He first appears in the short story, "The Blue Cross," which was previously
published in 1910 in the Saturday Evening Post. Father Brown stumbles across unusual cases that require his distinct reasoning and
deduction skills. He's often described as a short man with a stocky figure who can see into the heart of evil. His first outing, The Innocence of
Father Brown, features 12 stories including "The Hammer of God," "The Invisible Man" and "The Sins of Prince Saradine." The Innocence of
Father Brown is the inaugural edition of G.K. Chesterton's delightful detective series. It consists of many famous cases and characters
including frequent collaborator, Hercule Flambeau. This book is a great introduction to these delightful stories that are fueled by heart and
humanity. With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of The Innocence of Father Brown is both
modern and readable.
The Innocence of Father Brown is the first collection of stories starring Father Brown, a short, stumpy Catholic priest with shapeless clothes
and a large umbrella, and uncanny insight into human evil. Father Brown may be a kindly cleric, but his bumbling nature disguises a sharp
detective mind to rival Sherlock Holmes. He uses his experiences as a priest and confessor to put himself into the mind of the criminal to
solve each mystery and catch the perpetrators. The Green Popular Penguins Story It was in 1935 when Allen Lane stood on a British railway
platform looking for something good to read on his journey. His choice was limited to popular magazines and poor quality paperbacks. Lane's
disappointment at the range of books available led him to found a company – and change the world. In 1935 the Penguin was born, but it
took until the late 1940s for the Crime and Mystery series to emerge. The genre thrived in the post-war austerity of the 1940s, and reached
heights of popularity by the 1960s. Suspense, compelling plots and captivating characters ensure that once again you need look no further
than the Penguin logo for the scene of the perfect crime.
Easily the darkest of Chesterton's Father Brown collections, it is nonetheless a masterwork of perception of the human condition, explored
through the usual impossible crimes and a parade of rogues and saints-a corpse in shining armor, a thieving mystic, insouciant British
aristocrats, and a Canadian journalist. We are asked to solve death by duel and pistol shot, and thefts of jewels large and small. The stories
in this collection are worth reading over and over-to see how the plot unfolds, and to enjoy Chesterton's gorgeous and well-informed prose.
Includes the title story, The Secret of Father Brown, along with, The Mirror of the Magistrate, The Man with Two Beards, The Song of the
Flying Fish, The Actor and the Alibi, The Vanishing of Vaudrey, The Worst Crime in the World, The Red Moon of Meru, and The Chief
Mourner of Marne
This grand collection comprises over 270 mystery tales and murder cases of the famous British detectives and investigators: Sherlock
Holmes Series: A Study in Scarlet The Sign of Four The Hound of the Baskervilles The Valley of Fear The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes The Return of Sherlock Holmes His Last Bow The Case Book of Sherlock Holmes Father Brown Stories:
The Innocence of Father Brown The Wisdom of Father Brown The Incredulity of Father Brown The Secret of Father Brown The Scandal of
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Father Brown Inspector Furnival Series: The Abbey Court Murder The House in Charlton Crescent The Crow's Inn Tragedy Inspector
Stoddart Series: The Man with the Dark Beard Who Killed Charmian Karslake? The Crime at Tattenham Corner The Crystal Beads Murder
Martin Hewitt Series: Martin Hewitt, Investigator Chronicles of Martin Hewitt Adventures of Martin Hewitt The Red Triangle Dr. Thorndyke
Series: The Red Thumb Mark The Eye of Osiris The Mystery of 31 New Inn A Silent Witness Helen Vardon's Confession The Cat's Eye The
Mystery of Angelina Frood The Shadow of the Wolf The D'Arblay Mystery A Certain Dr. Thorndyke As a Thief in the Night Mr. Pottermack's
Oversight Pontifex, Son and Thorndyke When Rogues Fall Out Dr. Thorndyke Intervenes For the Defence: Dr. Thorndyke The Penrose
Mystery Felo De Se? The Stoneware Monkey Mr. Polton Explains The Jacob Street Mystery Percival Bland's Proxy The Missing Mortgagee
Dr. Thorndyke's Cases The Adventures of Dr. Thorndyke Dr. Thorndyke's Casebook The Puzzle Lock The Magic Casket Hamilton Cleek
Series: Cleek, the Master Detective Cleek of Scotland Yard Cleek's Government Cases The Riddle of the Night The Riddle of the Purple
Emperor The Riddle of the Frozen Flame The Riddle of the Mysterious Light The Riddle of the Spinning Wheel Bulldog Drummond
Adventures Max Carrados Mysteries Thorpe Hazell Mysteries P.C. Lee Stories Paul Campenhaye – Specialist in Criminology Eugéne
Valmont Mysteries ...
G.K. Chesterton's Father Brown stories are widely considered to be some of the finest detective short stories ever published, offering vivid
writing, brilliant puzzles, biting social criticism, and metaphysical explorations of life's great questions. This book presents the first in-depth
analysis of his works both as classics of the detective genre and as meaningful philosophical inquiries. The Father Brown stories are
examined along with Chesterton's less well known fiction, including the short stories about Mr. Pond, Gabriel Gale, Basil and Rupert Grant,
Horne Fisher, Dr. Adrian Hyde and Philip Swayne, and the novels The Man Who Was Thursday and Manalive.
Welcome to the 3 Books To Know series, our idea is to help readers learn about fascinating topics through three essential and relevant
books. These carefully selected works can be fiction, non-fiction, historical documents or even biographies. We will always select for you
three great works to instigate your mind, this time the topic is: Detective Fiction. When Edgar Allan Poe wrote his first Tales of Ratiocination.
What he called stories for the mind. He had not imagined that he would be creating what we now know as Detective Fiction. For that reason,
the #1 book selected is a collection of tales from Poe's great detective, Auguste Dupin. A parisian gentlemen with the sharpest mind. British
author Arthur Conan Doyle was a fan of Poe. Inspired by Dupin tales, he created one of the most famous detectives of all fiction, Sherlock
Holmes. So our book #2 could only be: The Hound of the Baskervilles. A harrowing tale of mystery in England's countryside. G. K. Chesterton
created a different detective, a detective who was also a Catholic priest. The amateur detective, Father Brown, often known for his uncanny
insight into human evil, is our choice #3. The book's name The Innocence of Father Brown. This is one of many books in the series 3 Books
To Know. If you liked this book, look for the other titles in the series, we are sure you will like some of the topics.
Father Brown is a fictional character created by English novelist G. K. Chesterton, who stars in 51 detective short stories, most of which were
later compiled in five books. Chesterton based the character on Father John O'Connor, a parish priest in Bradford who was involved in
Chesterton's conversion to Catholicism. The relationship was recorded by O'Connor in his 1937 book Father Brown on Chesterton. This
omnibus contains the following books: 1. The Innocence of Father Brown 2. The Wisdom of Father Brown 3. The Incredulity of Father Brown
4. The Secret of Father Brown 5. The Scandal of Father Brown Gilbert Keith Chesterton (1874 – 1936) was an English writer, lay theologian,
poet, dramatist, journalist, orator, literary and art critic, biographer, and Christian apologist. Chesterton is often referred to as the "prince of
paradox".
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The Incredulity of Father Brown is a collection of eight stories by G. K. Chesterton, the third-published collection featuring the
fictional detective Father Brown. It was first published as a book in 1926 by Cassell of London, whose monthly Cassell's Magazine
featured the last of the eight stories in its April number, illustrated by Stanley Lloyd.
Which handsome billionaire will you want to sweep you off your feet first? No matter a Morgan man is interested, he lets you know.
From Spicy to Sweet and everything in between, this sizzling boxed set of fifteen contemporary romances will give you tons of
billionaire charmers to fall in love with. Inside these pages you’ll find everything from friends to lovers, sexy bosses, hot movie
stars, swoon worthy rock stars and brooding billionaires and more. Whether you’re in the mood for a cop, a doctor, or an
amnesiac ex return to live, this full edition of the House of Morgan is packed with full-length titles that will hit your craving for
billionaires. From old fashion heroes who want to protect to billionaires out to conquer the world, these stories will give your
craving for one extraordinary family who’ve all been hurt but now find spark. This will be the best romance mixed with drama and
adventure to hit your ereader this year! Get ready for all the fun of the Morgan family now. Scroll up and one click to secure your
copy today! Topics: billionaire romance books, billionaire seeks, Billionaire Boss, Billionaire Beau, Billionaire Ransom, royal
romance books, prince romance, contemporary romance, new adult romance, romance books free, romance, romance, romance
books, romantic books, Secret Baby, Secret Baby, Convenient Wife, friends to lovers, Friends Forever, friends with benefits,
Opposites Attract, Victoria’s secret, best friends, best friends forever, royal tea, prince romance, king romance, princess, princess
ever after, princess diaries, tempted, tempted by the rogue prince, tempted by fire, secrets, crushing, crush, bet, bet me, wish,
wishes, baby yours, baby daddy, heir, date, date night, romeo, match, admirer, bridesmaid, rock star, movie star, forbidden,
royally, royally screwed, secret, tempting, irresistibly, irresistible, happily ever after, enemies to lovers, billionaire ever after, prince
ever after, cinderella, hidden, office, beach, billionaire, baby, daddy, best man romance, soap opera, romantic comedy, opposites
attract, rags to riches, billionaire romance, new adult romance, vacation romance, dramatic romance, romance drama, FAMILY
DRAMA, secret baby romance, evil father romance
Traditional Chinese edition of The Scandal of Father Brown. This is the fifth of Father Brown detective stories with a collection of 9
short mysteries to solve. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Father Brown, one of the most intelligent and attractive characters to emerge from English detective fiction, first made his
appearance in The Innocence of Father Brown in 1911. That first collection of stories established G.K. Chesterton's kindly cleric in
the front rank of eccentric sleuths. This collection contains the favourite Father Brown stories, showing a quiet wit and compassion
that has endeared him to many, whilst solving his mysteries by a mixture of imagination and a sympathetic worldliness in a
breathtaking manner.
Easily the darkest of Chesterton's Father Brown collections, it is nonetheless a masterwork of perception of the human condition,
explored through the usual impossible crimes and a parade of rogues and saints-a corpse in shining armor, a thieving mystic,
insouciant British aristocrats, and a Canadian journalist. We are asked to solve death by duel and pistol shot, and thefts of jewels
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large and small. The stories in this collection are worth reading over and over-to see how the plot unfolds, and to enjoy
Chesterton's gorgeous and well-informed prose. Includes the title story, The Secret of Father Brown, along with, The Mirror of the
Magistrate, The Man with Two Beards, The Song of the Flying Fish, The Actor and the Alibi, The Vanishing of Vaudrey, The Worst
Crime in the World, The Red Moon of Meru, and The Chief Mourner of Marne.
In 1911, G.K.Chesteron published The Innocence of Father Brown. The author portrays Father Brown as a short, stumpy Roman
Catholic priest, with shapeless clothes and a large umbrella, and an uncanny insight into human evil. These short stories pose a
mystery, a crime or a murder which is solved by Father Brown's deductions and observations We have formatted the book for an
easy reading experience if you enjoy historic classic literary work.
Father Brown is a short, stumpy Roman Catholic priest and amateur detective with shapeless clothes, a large umbrella, and an
uncanny insight into human evil. He solves mysteries and crimes using his intuition and keen understanding of human nature.
Table of Contents: The Innocence of Father Brown: The Blue Cross The Secret Garden The Queer Feet The Flying Stars The
Invisible Man The Honour of Israel Gow The Wrong Shape The Sins of Prince Saradine The Hammer of God The Eye of Apollo
The Sign of the Broken Sword The Three Tools of Death The Wisdom of Father Brown: The Absence of Mr Glass The Paradise of
Thieves The Duel of Dr Hirsch The Man in the Passage The Mistake of the Machine The Head of Caesar The Purple Wig The
Perishing of the Pendragons The God of the Gongs The Salad of Colonel Cray The Strange Crime of John Boulnois The Fairy
Tale of Father Brown The Incredulity of Father Brown: The Resurrection of Father Brown The Arrow of Heaven The Oracle of the
Dog The Miracle of Moon Crescent The Curse of the Golden Cross The Dagger with Wings The Doom of the Darnaways The
Ghost of Gideon Wise The Secret of Father Brown: The Secret of Father Brown The Mirror of the Magistrate The Man With Two
Beards The Song of the Flying Fish The Actor and the Alibi The Vanishing of Vaudrey The Worst Crime in the World The Red
Moon of Meru The Chief Mourner of Marne The Secret of Flambeau The Scandal of Father Brown: The Scandal of Father Brown
The Quick One The Blast of the Book The Green Man The Pursuit of Mr Blue The Crime of the Communist The Point of a Pin The
Insoluble Problem The Vampire of the Village Uncollected Stories: The Donnington Affair The Mask of Midas Gilbert Keith
Chesterton (1874-1936) was an English writer, poet, philosopher, dramatist, journalist, orator, lay theologian, biographer, and
literary and art critic. He is often referred to as the "prince of paradox". Chesterton is best known for his fictional priest-detective
Father Brown, but also for his reasoned apologetics.
This is a unique collection of ten of Chesterton's famous Father Brown stories which puts special emphasis on the role that Brown's Catholic
faith played in helping him solve the murder mysteries. As Dorothy Sayers once wrote, Chesterton was "the first man of our time to introduce
the great name of God into a detective story ... to enlarge the boundaries of the detective story by making it deal with death and real
wickedness and real, that is to say, divine judgment." This paperback Father Brown edition includes generous footnotes (not available in
other editions) which help to clarify the literary and historical allusions made by Father Brown. It is based on the texts of the original editions
by Chesterton for assurance of complete authenticity, and is set in easily readable type. These are excellent short detective yarns in the
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classic British tradition of Sherlock Holmes - puzzling concoctions of mysterious crimes, dubious suspects and ambiguous clues. They are
among the very best of the Father Brown stories.
Another collection of G.K. Chesterton's ingenious, thoughtful, and lyrically written mystery stories featuring the unassuming little priest who
solves crimes by imagining himself inside the mind and soul of criminals, thus understanding their motives. The stories are full of paradox,
spiritual insight, and 'Chestertonian fantasy, ' or seeing the extraordinary in the ordinary. In the title story, a beautiful (and married) rich
woman has taken up with a distinguished poet-and Father Brown, rather than reacting as expected, appears to be providing assistance. Also
includes The Quick One, The Blast of the Book, The Green Man, The Pursuit of Mr Blue, The Crime of the Communist, The Point of a Pin,
The Insoluble Problem, and The Vampire of the Village
Differentiated book- It has a historical context with research of the time-"The innocence of Father Brown" is the first book of the short witty,
thoughtful and lyrically written mystery stories of GK Chesterton that present the modest unresolved priest who solves crimes by imagining
within the mind and soul of the criminal and understanding his motives . The stories are full of paradoxes, spiritual insight and "Chestertonian
fantasy," or of seeing the extraordinary in the ordinary. "The innocence of Father Brown" is the first collection of mystery stories that involve
the fictional character Father Brown. Inspired by Father John O'Connor, friend of GK Chesterton and Catholic priest, Father Brown became
one of the best fictional characters in the stories of mystery detectives. Father Brown was a short and unsuspecting priest with glasses who
would solve crimes by understanding the human mind and the soul of the criminals involved.This was a radically different approach to
Sherlock Holmes impersonators, trying to exaggerate each other with strange crimes focused on physical clues. Many stories in Father
Brown's innocence are full of paradoxes, an understanding of human nature and a spiritual vision of the priest with Chesterton's unique style
of considering the ordinary as extraordinary.Father Brown's series has led to the inspiration of Agatha Christie and many other writers. Alfred
Hitchcock also admired Father Brown's series.
Musaicum Books presents to you a meticulously edited Father Brown collection. This ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest
digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Table of Contents: The Innocence of Father Brown: The Blue Cross The Secret
Garden The Queer Feet The Flying Stars The Invisible Man The Honour of Israel Gow The Wrong Shape The Sins of Prince Saradine The
Hammer of God The Eye of Apollo The Sign of the Broken Sword The Three Tools of Death The Wisdom of Father Brown: The Absence of
Mr Glass The Paradise of Thieves The Duel of Dr Hirsch The Man in the Passage The Mistake of the Machine The Head of Caesar The
Purple Wig The Perishing of the Pendragons The God of the Gongs The Salad of Colonel Cray The Strange Crime of John Boulnois The
Fairy Tale of Father Brown The Incredulity of Father Brown: The Resurrection of Father Brown The Arrow of Heaven The Oracle of the Dog
The Miracle of Moon Crescent The Curse of the Golden Cross The Dagger with Wings The Doom of the Darnaways The Ghost of Gideon
Wise The Secret of Father Brown: The Secret of Father Brown The Mirror of the Magistrate The Man With Two Beards The Song of the
Flying Fish The Actor and the Alibi The Vanishing of Vaudrey The Worst Crime in the World The Red Moon of Meru The Chief Mourner of
Marne The Secret of Flambeau The Scandal of Father Brown: The Scandal of Father Brown The Quick One The Blast of the Book The Green
Man The Pursuit of Mr Blue The Crime of the Communist The Point of a Pin The Insoluble Problem The Vampire of the Village Uncollected
Stories: The Donnington Affair The Mask of Midas Gilbert Keith Chesterton (1874-1936) was an English writer, poet, philosopher, dramatist,
journalist, orator, lay theologian, biographer, and literary and art critic. He is often referred to as the "prince of paradox". Chesterton is best
known for his fictional priest-detective Father Brown, but also for his reasoned apologetics.
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G. K. Chesterton’s Father Brown may seem a pleasantly doddering Roman Catholic priest, but appearances deceive. With keen observation
and an unerring sense of man’s frailties–gained during his years listening to confessions–Father Brown succeeds in bringing even the most
elusive criminals to justice. This definitive collection of fifteen stories, selected by the American Chesterton Society, includes such classics as
“The Blue Cross,” “The Secret Garden,” and “The Paradise of Thieves.” As P. D. James writes in her Introduction, “We read the Father
Brown stories for a variety pleasures, including their ingenuity, their wit and intelligence, and for the brilliance of the writing. But they provide
more. Chesterton was concerned with the greatest of all problems, the vagaries of the human heart.”
Easily the darkest of Chesterton's Father Brown collections, it is nonetheless a masterwork of perception of the human condition, explored
through the usual impossible crimes and a parade of rogues and saints-a corpse in shining armor, a thieving mystic, insouciant British
aristocrats, and a Canadian journalist. We are asked to solve death by duel and pistol shot, and thefts of jewels large and small. The stories
in this collection are worth reading over and over-to see how the plot unfolds, and to enjoy Chesterton's gorgeous and well-informed prose.
Includes the title story, The Secret of Father Brown, along with, The Mirror of the Magistrate, The Man with Two Beards, The Song of the
Flying Fish, The Actor and the Alibi, The Vanishing of Vaudrey, The Worst Crime in the World, The Red Moon of Meru, and The Chief
Mourner of Marne. We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of the books in our
collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been accessible to the general public. The aim of our publishing
program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a significant literary work, which deserves to
be brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast majority of titles in the Classic Library have been scanned from the
original works. To ensure a high quality product, each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided
by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this
wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching experience.
First published in 1911, The Innocence of Father Brown is the first of G. K. Chesterton's mystery anthologies featuring his eponymous Roman
Catholic sleuth. These mysteries are the original source material for the current hit BBC TV show Father Brown starring Mark Williams.
Chesterton's priest-sleuth was loosely based on Father John O'Connor, a parish priest in Bradford, who was involved in Chesterton's
conversion to Catholicism in 1922. By bringing murder and mayhem into the genteel setting of a village parish, Chesterton pioneered the
'cozy' mystery genre which Agatha Christie and others would further develop in subsequent decades. There are twelve Father Brown
mysteries in this collection: The Blue Cross. The Secret Garden. The Queer Feet. The Flying Stars. The Invisible Man. The Honour of Israel
Gow. The Wrong Shape. The Sins of Prince Saradine. The Hammer of God. The Eye of Apollo. The Sign of the Broken Sword. The Three
Tools of Death.
Musaicum Books presents to you this meticulously edited mystery collection: Edgar Allan Poe: The Murders in the Rue Morgue The Mystery
of Marie Rogêt The Purloined Letter Arthur Conan Doyle: A Study in Scarlet The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes The Memoirs of Sherlock
Holmes Charles Dickens: Hunted Down Wilkie Collins: The Moonstone The Woman in White The Haunted Hotel Robert Barr: The Triumph of
Eugéne Valmont Jennie Baxter, Journalist The Adventures of Sherlaw Kombs The Adventure of the Second Swag E. W. Hornung: The
Amateur Cracksman The Black Mask; or, Raffles: Further Adventures A Thief in the Night Mr. Justice Raffles John Kendrick Bangs: Mrs.
Raffles R. Holmes & Co Melville Davisson Post: The Sleuth of St. James's Square Edgar Wallace: The Four Just Men The Clue of the
Twisted Candle Victor L. Whitechurch: The Canon in Residence Anna Katharine Green: The Leavenworth Case A Strange Disappearance
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The Mystery of the Hasty Arrow That Affair Next Door Lost Man's Lane The Circular Study G. K. Chesterton: The Innocence of Father Brown
The Wisdom of Father Brown The Donnington Affair Ellis Parker Butler: Philo Gubb Correspondence-School Detective Maurice Leblanc:
Arsene Lupin The Extraordinary Adventures of Arsene Lupin R. Austin Freeman: Dr. Thorndyke's Cases The Adventures of Dr. Thorndyke
Dr. Thorndyke's Casebook A. E. W. Mason: At the Villa Rose The Affair at the Semiramis Hotel Mary Roberts Rinehart: The Circular
Staircase The Amazing Adventures of Letitia Carberry Tish – The Chronicle of Her Escapades and Excursions More Tish Agatha Christie:
The Mysterious Affair at Styles The Murder on the Links The Kidnapped Prime Minister The Million Dollar Bond Robbery The Secret
Adversary
Someone has died under mysterious circumstances. The usual crowd gathers: the detectives, a coroner, a collection of witnesses with
contradictory versions of events-and a somewhat stout little man in clerical garb whom no one seems to have noticed. Whatever theories the
chief detective has devised, whatever "facts" have been determined, G.K. Chesterton's brilliant priest-detective will soon render them false,
and we the readers will be off on the trail of murderer and thief in early twentieth century England. Mysteries confronted by Father Brown in
this collection of stories, originally published in 1910 and 1911, are intricately woven. Their solutions require the mind and persistence of one
with special genius. The author provides the necessary qualities in the form of an unassuming little priest from Essex.
Father Brown returns Chesterton's fourth volume of great mystery fiction Gilbert Keith Chesterton was one of the most influential English
writers of the twentieth century. He put his mind and pen to a broad spectrum of subjects including theology, poetry, biography, journalism
and philosophy. Great writers have no influence over those parts of their work which posterity decides is most significant or will be best
remembered, in Chesterton's case-in the minds of many-he will forever be remembered as the creator of the little Roman Catholic priestdetective, Father Brown. The vitality of that character has endured, evergreen, never losing its charm. Chesterton, was a lover of detective
and mystery fiction and his own contribution to the genre extends far beyond the Father Brown stories. Leonaur has collected Chesterton's
fabulous, intriguing and entertaining mysteries-in order of original book publication-into six substantial volumes to enable his many
aficionados to own and read them in either softcover or hardback with dust jacket for collectors. This collection is the ideal way to possess
these essential books of crime, mystery and detection and no enthusiast's library will be complete without them. In volume four of this special
collection, Chesterton's perennially popular Father Brown-in company of the reformed criminal Flambeau-steps out again for two more highly
entertaining outings into the darker side of human nature. Here are 'The Incredulity of Father Brown' and 'The Secret of Father Brown' two
enchanting collections-comprising in total 18 essential tales in this book for detective and crime fiction enthusiasts to enjoy over again.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????1897?1957?????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?????
Father Brown is a fictional Roman Catholic priest and amateur detective. He solves mysteries and crimes using his intuition and keen
understanding of human nature. Father Brown makes his first appearance in the story "The Blue Cross" published in 1910 and continues to
appear throughout fifty short stories in five volumes. The Innocence of Father Brown The Wisdom of Father Brown The Incredulity of Father
Brown The Secret of Father Brown The Scandal of Father Brown Uncollected Father Brown Stories
This carefully edited collection contains the greatest tales of the legendary British sleuths and investigators, including Sherlock Holmes,
Hercule Poirot, Father Brown, Tommy and Tuppence, Dr. Thorndyke and many others: Sherlock Holmes Series: A Study in Scarlet The Sign
of Four The Hound of the Baskervilles The Valley of Fear The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes The Return
of Sherlock Holmes His Last Bow Father Brown Stories: The Innocence of Father Brown The Wisdom of Father Brown The Donnington Affair
Dr. Thorndyke Series: The Red Thumb Mark The Eye of Osiris The Mystery of 31 New Inn A Silent Witness Helen Vardon's Confession
Percival Bland's Proxy The Missing Mortgagee Dr. Thorndyke's Cases The Adventures of Dr. Thorndyke Hercule Poirot Mystery: The
Mysterious Affair at Styles Tommy and Tuppence Mystery: The Secret Adversary Martin Hewitt Stories: Martin Hewitt, Investigator Chronicles
of Martin Hewitt Adventures of Martin Hewitt The Red Triangle Thorpe Hazell Mysteries: Peter Crane's Cigars The Tragedy on the London
and Mid-Northern The Affair of the Corridor Express Sir Gilbert Murrell's Picture How the Bank Was Saved The Affair of the German DispatchBox How the Bishop Kept His Appointment The Adventure of the Pilot Engine The Stolen Necklace Detective Hamilton Cleek Series: Cleek,
the Master Detective; or The Man of the Forty Faces Cleek of Scotland Yard Cleek's Government Cases The Riddle of the Night The Riddle
of the Purple Emperor The Riddle of the Frozen Flame The Riddle of the Mysterious Light The Riddle of the Spinning Wheel Bulldog
Drummond Adventures: Bulldog Drummond The Black Gang Max Carrados Mysteries: The Coin of Dionysius The Knight's Cross Signal
Problem The Tragedy at Brookbend Cottage The Clever Mrs. Straithwaite The Last Exploit Of Harry the Actor The Tilling Shaw Mystery The
Comedy at Fountain Cottage The Game Played In the Dark P.C. Lee Stories Paul Campenhaye – Specialist in Criminology ...
A further collection of fascinating mysteries for Father Brown to solve – including his own murder! G K Chesterton’s famous amateur
detective uses his familiar blend of na‹ve wisdom and keen intuition to get to the bottom of the eight cases in this third book in the Father
Brown series.

The Scandal of Father Brown by G. K. Chesterton Another collection of G.K. Chesterton's ingenious, thoughtful, and lyrically
written mystery stories featuring the unassuming little priest who solves crimes by imagining himself inside the mind and soul of
criminals, thus understanding their motives. The stories are full of paradox, spiritual insight, and 'Chestertonian fantasy, ' or seeing
the extraordinary in the ordinary. In the title story, a beautiful (and married) rich woman has taken up with a distinguished poet-and
Father Brown, rather than reacting as expected, appears to be providing assistance. Also includes The Quick One, The Blast of
the Book, The Green Man, The Pursuit of Mr Blue, The Crime of the Communist, The Point of a Pin, The Insoluble Problem, and
The Vampire of the Village. We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many
of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been accessible to the general public. The
aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a significant
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literary work, which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast majority of titles in the
Classic Library have been scanned from the original works. To ensure a high quality product, each title has been meticulously
hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as
possible to ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an
enriching experience.
Father Brown is a short, stumpy Roman Catholic priest and amateur detective with shapeless clothes, a large umbrella, and an
uncanny insight into human evil. He solves mysteries and crimes using his intuition and keen understanding of human nature.
Table of Contents: The Innocence of Father Brown: The Blue Cross The Secret Garden The Queer Feet The Flying Stars The
Invisible Man The Honour of Israel Gow The Wrong Shape The Sins of Prince Saradine The Hammer of God The Eye of Apollo
The Sign of the Broken Sword The Three Tools of Death The Wisdom of Father Brown: The Absence of Mr Glass The Paradise of
Thieves The Duel of Dr Hirsch The Man in the Passage The Mistake of the Machine The Head of Caesar The Purple Wig The
Perishing of the Pendragons The God of the Gongs The Salad of Colonel Cray The Strange Crime of John Boulnois The Fairy
Tale of Father Brown The Incredulity of Father Brown: The Resurrection of Father Brown The Arrow of Heaven The Oracle of the
Dog The Miracle of Moon Crescent The Curse of the Golden Cross The Dagger with Wings The Doom of the Darnaways The
Ghost of Gideon Wise The Secret of Father Brown: The Secret of Father Brown The Mirror of the Magistrate The Man With Two
Beards The Song of the Flying Fish The Actor and the Alibi The Vanishing of Vaudrey The Worst Crime in the World The Red
Moon of Meru The Chief Mourner of Marne The Secret of Flambeau The Scandal of Father Brown: The Scandal of Father Brown
The Quick One The Blast of the Book The Green Man The Pursuit of Mr Blue The Crime of the Communist The Point of a Pin The
Insoluble Problem The Vampire of the Village Uncollected Stories: The Donnington Affair ... Gilbert Keith Chesterton (1874-1936)
was an English writer, poet, philosopher, dramatist, journalist, orator, lay theologian, biographer, and literary and art critic. He is
often referred to as the "prince of paradox". Chesterton is best known for his fictional priest-detective Father Brown, but also for his
reasoned apologetics.
The Innocence of Father Brown is the first, and in many people's view the best, collection of Chesterton's much-loved Father
Brown stories. Father Brown, the unassuming Roman Catholic Priest from East Anglia, has long been a favorite of detective story
fans everywhere for his charming and disarming personality and his infallible ability to solve crimes by skillful intuitive methods.
_We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of the books in our
collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been accessible to the general public. The aim of our
publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a significant literary
work, which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast majority of titles in the Classic
Library have been scanned from the original works. To ensure a high quality product, each title has been meticulously hand
curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to
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ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching
experience.
Father Brown is an insightful sleuth who travels far and wide to solve a new set of mysteries that require his unique skills and
wisdom. This selection of short stories also includes a variety of locales from Italy to Cornwall and everywhere in between. Once
again, Father Brown has found himself at the center of the action. The Wisdom of Father Brown is the follow-up to G.K.
Chesterton's first entry, The Innocence of Father Brown. The sequel builds upon the growing popularity of the amateur detective
whose unusual methods deliver positive results. This collection of stories includes "The Man in the Passage," "The Head of
Caesar," and "The Perishing of the Pendragons." Each tale is an exhilarating read full of twists, turns and welcome surprises. The
Wisdom of Father Brown is the second installment in the famous line of detective stories. The beloved title character is a fixture in
the genre spawning television shows and film adaptations. The Wisdom of Father Brown is a delightful addition to its enduring
legacy. With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of The Wisdom of Father Brown is
both modern and readable.
Father Brown. The Complete Collection. IllustratedThe Innocence of Father Brown, The Wisdom of Father Brown, The Donnington
Affair, The Incredulity of Father Brown, The Secret of Father Brown, The Scandal of Father Brown, The Mask of MidasStrelbytskyy
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